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BAGHERA /WINES PRESENTS ITS UPCOMING LIVE SALE:

“THE PROVENANCE”
Or the art of caring about essentials

Geneva, October 12th 2021 – Never before has the provenance of wines been so relevant and decisive for any 

collector or informed wine lover. Against this background, Baghera/wines is proposing an exclusive auction for 

this new autumn chapter. Aptly named "The Provenance", it will take place on December 5th at the Beau-Ri-

vage in Geneva. Consisting of a single, skilfully accumulated collection, this live sale will offer ultra-rare lots 

of unique quality with one over-riding common denominator: their provenance, of which the traceability is 

scrupulously checked from the moment they leave the estates.

With a proud track record of numerous successful sales, Baghera/wines offers once again its audience an immer-
sion into the very heart authenticity. If there were to be one criterion on which lovers of great wines should never 
compromise, it would undeniably be provenance. 
Consumption and purchasing habits for fine wines have changed drastically in the last two years, and it is in this 
changing world that Baghera/wines has chosen to highlight the age-old criteria of wine conservation and preserva-
tion by celebrating them in “The Provenance” sale. Exceptional crus will change hands within this context with 
a keen regard for the ancestral work of the winemakers who have notably forged the sterling reputation of the 
Burgundy and Bordeaux Estates.

|   Lot 98 Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux 2000 - Domaine Henri Jayer (6 Magnums per lot)   |
Estimate: CHF 300,000 to 500,000



Wine is love. Taste is personal. Provenance is a promise.
—
“ As with every sale, the starting point for our work is a simple observation: today, provenance represents the ulti-
mate quality in our business. For this particular sale, we have had the opportunity of bringing together various 
elements that are the secret ingredients of a perfect collection: firstly, the wishes and personal taste of the consignor, 
whose character reveals an element of natural intransigence; secondly, a relationship of trust established by the auc-
tion house, in this case Baghera/wines; thirdly, a privileged and totally unquestionable source of supply; and lastly, 
the guarantee of strictly respected preservation. All these elements build an impenetrable fortress: Provenance, the 
queen of quality when it comes to collecting rare wines ”, say Michael Ganne and Julie Carpentier, founders of 
Baghera/wines and the sale’s auctioneers.

“ It has been my greatest journey to be part of the Baghera family, drinking and collecting the best provenance wine 
available from the heart of Europe. Wine is love. Taste is personal. Provenance is a promise ”, comments Alberto 
Lee, fine wines collector & consignor of the property on sale.

Watch video interview of Alberto Lee here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C7oyvIgHa4M


Burgundy
Domaine René Engel

Lot 23
Clos-Vougeot 2002, Domaine René Engel

Grand Cru, Bourgogne, Côte de Nuits
1 Methuselah (6L) per lot

CHF 16'000 — 26'000 per lot

Domaine Comte de Vogüé
Lots 32 - 36

Musigny « Cuvée Vieilles Vignes » 1988,  

Domaine Comte de Vogüé

Grand Cru, Bourgogne, Côte de Nuits
12 Bottles per lot

CHF 8'000 — 14'000 per lot

Domaine de la Romanée-Conti 
Lot 54

La Tâche 1991, Domaine de la Romanée-Conti

Grand Cru Monopole, Bourgogne, Côte de Nuits
1 Jeroboam (3L) per lot

CHF 60'000 — 100'000 per lot

Domaine Henri Jayer 
Lots 96 - 100

Vosne-Romanée Cros Parantoux 2000,  

Domaine Henri Jayer

1er Cru, Bourgogne, Côte de Nuits
6 Magnums per lot

chf 300'000 — 500'000 per lot

Bordeaux
Château Latour

Lots 105 - 112
Château Latour 1982

1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux
1 Double Magnum per lot

CHF 11'000 — 20'000 per lot

Château Mouton Rothschild
Lots 113 - 115

Château Mouton Rothschild 1990

1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux
6 Magnums per lot

CHF 4'500 — 7'500 per lot

Château Margaux
Lots 117 - 119

Château Margaux 1983

1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux
6 Magnums per lot

CHF 6'000 — 10'000 per lot

Château Haut-Brion
Lot 121

Château Haut-Brion 1982

1er Cru Classé, Bordeaux
6 Magnums per lot

CHF 11'000 — 20'000 per lot

TOP-LOTS
from “ The Provenance ” catalogue

KEY DATA 
from the Baghera/wines “The Provenance” sale:

Sale:  The Provenance | Bourgogne, Bordeaux 

Location: Geneva – SWITZERLAND | Beau-Rivage, Geneva
Date: Sunday December 5th 2021

Number of lots: 121

Online catalogue: October 18th 2021 — Book-catalogue of the sale: on request, October 2021



About Baghera/wines, bureau of experts in exceptional wines
—
European leader in rare wine auctions based in Geneva, Baghera/wines offers a new approach to sales of exceptional vintages 

by placing conviviality and sharing at the heart of their events. For the past five years, passionate experts Michael Ganne 

and Julie Carpentier have developed a bureau dedicated exclusively to rare wines, and which guides collectors in all aspects 

of enhancing the value of a collection. 

In 2018-19, the historic sale of Henri Jayer’s personal cellar, to date the world’s most important wine auction ever (CHF 

34.5M), followed by an unprecedented sale exclusively dedicated to the wines of the Domaine de la Romanée-Conti and 

then by the final bottles from Domaine René Engel, propelled Baghera/wines to the position of European leader in wine 

auctions. 

The experienced team working with Baghera/wines’ experts offers excellent tailor-made professional advice to internatio-

nal collectors passionate about rare fine wines including the organisation of master classes, as well as careful selection of 

wines for private tastings, dinners and events combining music and wine. In September 2020, Baghera/wines officially 

inaugurated its new Geneva establishment, incorporating a private club and boutique dedicated to fine wines, within the 

Beau-Rivage hotel, Geneva.

www.bagherawines.com

MEDIA CONTACT
—

Asta Ponzo, The Luxury PR
asta@theluxurypr.com  —  +41 79  961 85 66
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